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INTRODUCTION
Assume that R a H is a crossed product of a pointed Hopf algebra Hs
with a prime algebra R over some base field k. By results of Masuoka and
w xSchneider Ma1, Ma2, S1 there exist a greatest X-inner Hopf subalgebra
 .H of H and a greatest X-inner K-Hopf subalgebra K m H ofX -inn X -inn
K m H, where K denotes the extended center of R, that is, the center of
its Martindale ring of quotients Q. However, for non-cocommutative
 .pointed coalgebras the condition K m H s K1 turned out to be tooX -inn
weak to extend results on X-outer group actions to Hopf crossed products
w xM1; M3, pp. 100 and 120 . Instead one has to assume that the centralizer
 .R  .E [ Q a H of R in Q a H is trivial that is, equals K in order tos s
w xachieve positive results on the primeness and simplicity of Q a H Mi1s
w xwhich generalize the results for X-outer group actions P, FM .
Nevertheless one would like to have an X-inner subobject of K m H
generalizing the subgroup of X-inner automorphisms for group actions
and the K-Lie subalgebra of X-inner derivations for Lie algebra actions.
Such an object should equal K m H for X-inner actions and be K1 if the
 .Raction is X-outer in the sense just mentioned, that is, if Q a H ( K.s
The main purpose of this paper is to prove the existence of a left coideal of
K m H with these properties. More precisely we show that there exists a
 .  .Rconvolution invertible map u g Hom H, Q such that u: E s Q a HÃk s
 .2  q a h ¬  q u h a h g K m H defines a K-linear and right H-j j j j j1 2
 .R  .colinear isomorphism of E s Q a H with its image u E , which is aÃs
 .right coideal of K m H. In general neither u nor u E is uniquely defined.Ã
* This paper constitutes part of the author's thesis, which was funded by the University of
Munich. The author thanks his advisor Professor Schneider for his excellent guidance.
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 . However, u E always contains the greatest X-inner Hopf algebra K mÃ
.H and coincides with it if H is cocommutative. Moreover u imple-X -inn
 .  .  . y1 .ments the action of K m H , that is,  a h ? r s  a u h ru hX -inn i i i i i1 2
 .for all r g R,  a m h g K m H .i i X -inn
These results can be applied to give new proofs of Masuoka's and
Schneider's results on the greatest X-inner Hopf subalgebra in our situa-
 .tion. In view of our theorem the coalgebras H and K m H areX -inn X -inn
 .Ralgebras because the centralizer Q a H is an algebra. In the same ways
the normality of H if H is cocommutative can be viewed as aX -inn
 .Rconsequence of the fact that Q a H is closed under thes
Miyashita]Ulbrich action. We also give examples that H need not beX -inn
normal in H if H is not cocommutative, and that even if H is cocommuta-
 .tive, K m H need not be a normal Hopf subalgebra of K m H.X -inn
The paper is organized as follows. In the first section we recall the
Taft]Wilson theorem and state a corollary, which should have applications
elsewhere too. The other preliminaries are given in the second section.
Our main theorem is Theorem 3.3 in Section 3. As mentioned above it
 .Rstates that E s Q a H is isomorphic as a K-vector space and rights
H-comodule to a right coideal of K m H. In the proof the corollary to the
Taft]Wilson theorem plays a key role. In Section 4 we show how Theorem
3.3 gives rise to a natural proof of the characterization of X-outer actions
w xin Mi1 . In the last two sections we apply Theorem 3.3 in order to discuss
the relationship between the centralizer E and the greatest X-inner Hopf
 .subalgebras H and K m H . Of particular interest is the cocom-X -inn X -inn
mutative case; here the following generalizations of results on group
w xactions FM, P hold: If H is cocommutative, then the algebra QE is
 . canonically isomorphic to Q m K m H . Moreover up to isomor-K X -inn
.  .  .phism E is a twisted product of K m H over K Theorem 6.6 .X -inn
1. A COROLLARY OF THE TAFT]WILSON THEOREM
Throughout this paper we fix a base field k and unless stated otherwise
all algebras, coalgebras, and tensor products are defined over k. Comulti-
plication and augmentation of any coalgebra are denoted by D and « , and
 .we write D h s  h m h .1 2
The Taft]Wilson theorem describes the coradical filtration of pointed
coalgebras. In this section we recall the theorem and derive a corollary,
which does not refer to the coradical filtration.
 .Let H be a pointed coalgebra with coradical filtration H . Byn nG 0
definition the coradical H of H is the subspace spanned by the group-like0
 .  .   .elements of H, that is, H s kG H , where G H s g g H: D g s g m0
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 . 4  .g, « g s 1 . If H is a Hopf algebra, then G H is a subgroup of the units
of H and H is its group algebra.0
w xTHEOREM 1.1 TW, Proposition 1; M3, Theorem 5.4.1 . Assume that H
 .is a pointed coalgebra with coradical filtration H . Then for any n G 1n nG 0
any c g H can be written asn
c s c , g , h
 .g , hgG H
 .where D c y g m c y c m h g H m H .g , h g , h g , h ny1 ny1
COROLLARY 1.2. Assume that H is a pointed coalgebra. Then
 .1 for any subcoalgebra D m H there exists an element x g H _ D
such that C [ D [ k x is a subcoalgebra of H;
 .2 for any finite dimensional subcoalgebra 0 / C ; H there exist a
subcoalgebra D ; C and an element x g C _ D with C s D [ k x;
 .  .  .3 in 1 and 2 the element x can be chosen such that either
 .  .a x g G H or
 .  .  .  .b G D s G H and there exist group-likes g, h g G H with
 .D x y g m x y x m h g D m D.
 .  .Proof. 1 As D / H and D s D l H for all n the minimumn n
 4m [ min n G 0: D / H is well-defined. If m s 0, there exists a group-n n
 .  .like element x g G H _ G D . If m G 1, the Taft]Wilson theorem im-
  .  .plies that there exists x g y g H : 'g, h g G H : D y y g m y y y m hm
4g H m H _ D. In both cases C [ D [ k x is a subcoalgebramy 1 my1
of H.
 .  42 As C is finite dimensional, m [ min n G 0: C s C is well-n
defined. If m s 0 we have 0 / C s [ k g and we can choose someg g GC .
 .x g G C and let
D [ k g .[
 .ggG C
g/x
If m G 1, the Taft]Wilson theorem states that any basis of C can bemy 1
extended to a basis of C by elements which are ``skew-primitive modulom
C ,'' that is, there exist j G 1, x , . . . , x g C and group-likes g , h gmy 1 1 j m i i
 .  j .  .G C , 1 F i F j, with C s C [ [ k x and D x y g m x y xm my1 is1 i i i i i
 jy1 .m h g C . Hence we can define x [ x and D [ C [ [ k x .i my1 j my1 is1 i
 .  .  .3 This follows from the proofs of 1 and 2 .
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 .Remark. 1 The second part of Corollary 1.2 is well known: any
maximal subcoalgebra of a finite-dimensional pointed coalgebra has codi-
 w x.  .mension 1 see M3, p. 94 . But the combination with 3 seems to be new.
 .  .2 In this paper no use will be made of part 2 in Corollary 1.2. But
 .  .we would like to mention that 2 and 3 can be used to replace the
double induction induction on the coradical filtration and considering
. welements of shortest length in the proofs of BM, Theorem 2.2; Mi1,
x w xTheorem 2.3 by one induction on the dimension, see Mi2 .
2. THE SITUATION
From now on the following situation will be assumed: R is a prime
algebra and Q and K denote its symmetrical Martindale ring of quotients
and its extended center, respectively; that is, K is the center of Q and the
centralizer of R in Q. We will use the well-known fact that any 0 / q g Q,
which satisfies qR s Rq, is invertible in Q. Hence K is a field, and if s is
  .an algebra automorphism of R and 0 / q g F [ a g Q: as r s ras
 .4  . y1 w; r g R , then q is invertible, F s Kq and s r s qrq , all r g R K,s
xP .
We assume moreover that H is a pointed Hopf algebra with antipode S,
which measures R i.e., there is a k-linear map H m R ª R, h m r ¬ h ? r,
 .  .  . .such that h ? 1 s « h 1 and h ? rs s  h ? r h ? s for all h g H and1 2
.  .r,s g R and that s g Hom H m H, R is a convolution invertible mapk
such that
 .  . .1 R is a twisted H-module, that is, 1 ? r s r and  s x , y x y1 1 2 2
. y1 .  .? r s x , y s x ? y ? r , all r g R, x, y g H and3 3
 .  .  .  . w2 s is a cocycle, that is, s h, 1 s s 1, h s « h and  h ?1
 .x  .  .  .s x , y s h , x y s  s h , x s h x , y , all h, x, y g H.1 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 2
Then the crossed product R a H can be defined as an associative algebras
as follows: As a vector space R a H is R m H, elements r m h are writtens
as r a h and multiplication is defined by
r a h s a x s r h ? s s h , x a h x .  .  .  . 1 2 1 3 2
 w x.for all h, x g H and r, s g R see M3, 7.1.2 . Recall that g : H ª R a H,s
 . y1 .g h s 1 a h, is convolution invertible with inverse given by g h s
y1  . .  .  . y1 . s S h , h a S h and that h ? r s g h r g h , where we2 3 1 1 2
identify r a 1 with r as usual.
As H is pointed the crossed product action ? of H on R extends to an
w x  .Raction on Q M2 , hence Q a H is defined. The centralizer Q a H ofs s
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 .RR in Q a H will be denoted by E. One motivation to study E is thes
fact that every non-zero ideal of R a H has non-zero intersection withs
w xthe algebra QE, as follows from Mi1, Theorem 2.3 . The crossed product
Q a H is a right H-comodule algebra by the comultiplication of H and as
y1 .  .right H-module algebra with y £ h [ g h yg h , h g H, y g1 2
Q a H. It is not difficult to see that E is stable under these structures,s
w xsee, for example, DT, p. 500 ff. :
 .PROPOSITION 2.1. 1 E is a subalgebra of Q a H.s
 .2 E is a subcomodule of Q a H, that is, for all z s  q a h g Es j j
we ha¨e  q a h m h g E m H.j j j1 2
 .3 E is an H-submodule of Q a H, that is, for all z g E and h g Hs
y1 .  .we ha¨e z £ h s g h zg h g E.1 2
w xThe action £ is called Miyashita]Ulbrich action in DT .
 .R3. THE CENTRALIZER E s Q a H AS ANs
H-COMODULE
 .For any subcoalgebra C ; H let Reg C, Q denote the set of convolu-k
 .tion invertible maps in Hom C, Q . Recall that C is called u-inner fork
 .  . y1 .u g Reg C, Q if c ? r s  u c ru c for all c g C and r g R, andk 1 2
that C is called X-inner, if it is u-inner for some u. It is well known and
. y1 .not difficult to see that C is u-inner if and only if  u c a c g E for1 2
w xall c g C, see Ma1, Ma2, S1 . Similarly the action of the skew-primitive
elements of H as X-inner skew-derivations can be stated in terms of E:
w x  .  .   .Remark 3.1 Mi1 . If g g G H , x g P H s y g H: D y s 1 m y1, g
4q y m g , and a g Q, then the following are equivalent:
 .  .1 x ? r s a g ? r y ra for all r g R, that is, x acts as the X-inner
skew-derivation implemented by a.
 .2 1 a x y a a g g E.
 .Proof. For any r g R we have r 1 a x y a a g s r a x y ra a g and
 .  .  .1 a x y a a g r s r a x q x ? r a g y a g ? r a g. Hence 1 a x y a a g
 .g E if and only if x ? r s a g ? r y ra for all r g R.
 .  .  .Note that if x g P H and ¨ g Hom C, Q satisfy ¨ 1 s 1 and1, g k
 .  .¨ x s ya, then 1 a x y a a g s  ¨ x a x . The main theorem in this1 2
 .section states that there exists ¨ g Reg H, Q such that any element in Ek
 .can be written as a ¨ x a x for some a m x g K m H.i i i i i1 2
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Consider}as a motivation}the action of the group algebra H s kG,0
 . w x w xwhere G [ G H . By P, Proposition 12.4 or Mi1, L.3.2 we have
RQ a H s ¨ a g : ¨ g F ;g g G , .  .s 0 g g g 5
ggG
  .  .4 where F s a g Q: a g ? r s ra ; r g R . For any g g G [ g gg X -inn
4  .  .G: F / 0 we choose some 0 / ¨ g g F . Then F s K¨ g for anyg g g
 .  .Rg g G . Therefore KG 2  a g ¬  a ¨ g a g g Q a H isX -inn X -inn g g g g s 0
a bijection, which is obviously K-linear and H -colinear. In other words, as0
 .Ran H -comodule and K-vector space Q a H is isomorphic to some0 s 0
H -subcomodule and K-subspace of K m H . This statement will now be0 0
extended to all of H. First we recall the following lemma:
w xLEMMA 3.2 M3, p. 91 . Assume that C is a coalgebra and A is an algebra.
 .For any u g Hom C, A let u: A m C ª A m C be defined byÃk
u a m c [ au c1 m c . .  .Ã  2
  . .Then u ¬ u defines an anti-algebra-isomorphism from Hom C, A , ) toÃ k
 C . .Mod A m C, A m C , ( , the space- of A-linear and C-colinear endomor-A
phisms of A m C.
 .  .  .THEOREM 3.3. There exists u g Reg H, Q , such that u z s  q u hÃk j j1
 .m h g K m H for all z s  q a h g E. Hence z ¬ u z defines a K-Ãj j j j2
 .linear and right H-colinear isomorphism of E with u E ; K m H.Ã
Proof. By Lemma 3.2 the second part of the theorem follows from the
first, which will now be proved step by step.
 .Notation. For any subcoalgebra C ; H we denote the R, R -subbi-
module Q m C of Q a H by Q a C. For any subcoalgebra C ; H ands s
 .  .any u g Hom C, Q let u: Q a C ª Q, q a c ¬ qu c .Äk s
 .LEMMA 3.4. For u g Hom H, Q the following are equi¨ alent:k
 .  .  .1 ;z s  q a h g E: u z s  q u h m h g K m H.Ãj j j j j j j1 2
 .  .  .2 ;z s  q a h g E: u z s  q u h g K.Äj j j j j j
 .  .  .  .Proof. 1 « 2 . Apply id m « . 2 « 1 . If  q a h g E, thenj j
 .  . q a h m h g E m H by Proposition 2.1. Now 2 implies  q u hj j j j j j1 2 1
m h g K m H.j2
Note that H is pointed. Hence if C ; H is a subcoalgebra, then
 .  .u g Hom C, Q is invertible if and only if u g is a unit in Q for everyk
 .  .group-like element g g G C . Let M [ C, u : C ; H subcoalgebra,
 .  .R  . 4  .u g Reg C, Q , ;z g Q a C : u z g K ; M is partially ordered byÄk s
 .  . <D, w F C, ¨ :m D ; C n ¨ s w.D
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 .  .LEMMA 3.5. If D, w g M and D m H, then D, w is not maximal.
Proof. Here we use the fact that H is pointed. By Corollary 1.2 there
 .exist x g H _ D and g g G H such that C [ D [ k x is a subcoalgebra
 .  .  .of H, D x y g m x g C m D, and either x s g or G D s G H .
 .R  .RIf Q a D s Q a C , we can choose u to be any invertible exten-s s
w xsion of w. Such an extension exists by M3, L.6.3.2 ; here we can choose
 .  .u x [ « x .
 .R  .RAssume therefore that Q a D m Q a C and let z gs s 1
 .R  .RQ a C _ Q a D . If we write z s q a x q y where 0 / q g Qs s 1 1 1 1
and y g Q a D, we see that for all r g Rs
0 s r z y z r s rq a x q r y y q g ? r a x q y .1 1 1 1 1 2
s rq y q g ? r a x q y . .1 1 3
 .for some y , y g Q a D. Hence rq s q g ? r and q g F . As q is2 3 s 1 1 1 g 1
non-zero, it is invertible and F s Kq .g 1
Let us assume for a moment that there is an invertible extension
 .  .u g Hom C, Q of w such that u z g K. Then for any arbitrary z sÄk 1
 .Rq a x q y g Q a C with q g Q and y g Q a D the same arguments s
as above shows that q g F s Kq . Thus q s a q for some a g K,g 1 1
 .R  .  . z y a z g Q a D and w z y a z g K. As a result u z s u z yÄ Ä Ä1 s 1
. .  .  .  .  .a z q a z s u z y a z q u a z s w z y a z q a u z g K and, as zÄ Ä Ä Ä1 1 1 1
 .is arbitrary, C, u g M as desired.
 .  .Therefore it will be sufficient to let u d [ w d , d g D, and to define
 .  .u x such that u is invertible and u z g K. In order to do so weÄ 1
distinguish the two cases mentioned above.
 . y1If x s g, we let u g [ q . Then u is invertible. Moreover q a g g1 1
 .R  .R  .  .Q a C and y s z y q a g g Q a D , from which u y s w yÄ Äs 1 1 1 s 1 1
 .  .  . y1  .  .g K ; it follows that u z s q u g q u y s q q q u y s 1 q u yÄ Ä Ä Ä1 1 1 1 1 1 1
g K.
 .  .If G D s G H , then any linear extension of w to C is invertible. Let
 . y1  .  .  .  . y1  .u x [ yq w y , then u z s q u x q u y s yq q w y qÄ Ä Ä Ä1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
 .w y s 0 g K. This completes the proof of Lemma 3.5.Ä 1
Now we are ready to finish the proof of Theorem 3.3. By Zorn's Lemma,
 .M contains a maximal element D, u . From Lemma 3.5 we know that
 .  .  .  .D s H. Finally u z g K ;z g E implies u z g K m H ;z g E byÄ Ã
Lemma 3.4.
We can restate our results as follows: The set
I [ u g Reg H , Q : u E ; K m H 4 .  .Ãk
s u g Reg H , Q : u E ; K 4 .  .Äk
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is non-empty and every u g I defines a K-linear and H-colinear isomor-
 .phism u from E to u E ; K m H.Ã Ã
 . <COROLLARY 3.6. For any D, w g M there exists u g I with u s w.D
 .Proof. In the proof of Theorem 3.3 apply Zorn's Lemma to C, u g M :
 .  .4D, w F C, u instead of M.
 .In general the left K-coideal u E ; K m H depends on the choice ofÃ
u g I. Nevertheless it should be viewed as a maximal X-inner object. This
point of view will be justified in the next sections. We conclude this section
with two examples.
 2EXAMPLE 3.7. Let k [ R and let H [ R g, x: g s 1, gx s yxg,
2 :  .  .x s 0 with g g G H and x g P H be Sweedler's four dimensional1, g
Hopf algebra. The complex numbers C are an H-module algebra with
w x  . .g ? i [ yi and x ? i [ 1 M2, Ex. 3.5 . Note that x ? r s ir2 g ? r y
 .  .r ir2 for all r g C. In this example I s Reg H, C as C is commutative,R
  . .and E s C1 [ C 1 a x y ir2 a g . Here > holds by Remark 3.1 and
; follows from F s 0 and the argument in the proof of Lemma 3.5. Forg
 .  .  . w  .  .any u g Reg H, C we have u E s Cu 1 [ C u 1 x q u x g yÃR
 .  . x w   .  .  .. .xir2 u g g s C [ C x q u x y ir2 u g 1 y g . Thus
u E : u g I s C [ C x q k 1 y g : k g C . 4  4 .  . .Ã
 .The next example shows that u E need not be a K-subalgebra ofÃ
K m H.
EXAMPLE 3.8. Assume that 0 / q g k is not a root of unity and let
w x   .:R [ k x , x , x [ k x , x , x : x x s qx x 1 F i - j F 3 be the al-q 1 2 3 1 2 3 i j j i
gebra of the affine quantum space and Q its symmetrical ring of quotients.
 y1 y1 2 y1 y2Let H [ U sl s k k, k , e, f : kek s q e, kfk s q f , ef y fe sq 2
 y1 .  y1 .:  .  .  .y1k y k r q y q with k g G H , e g P H , and f g P H . Itk , 1 1, k
is not difficult to verify that there exists a unique U sl -module algebraq 2
2 y1  .structure on R such that k ? x s q x , k ? x s q x j s 2, 3 , e ? r s ar1 1 j j
 .  y1 .  .  y k ? r a, and f ? r s a k ? r y ra all r g R , where a [ 1r q y
y1 ..   y1 .. y1  y1 .q x and b [ y qr q y q x g Q. It follows that k e ? r s1 1
 y2 . y1 .  y2 .q a k ? r y r q a , all r g R. Let
C [ k1 q k ky1 q k ky1e q k f .
Then C is a subcoalgebra of U sl . As k [ x xy1 x is contained in theq 2 1 2 3
extended center of R and k n ? k / k for all 0 / n g Z, 1 is the only
group-like element of U sl acting as an X-inner automorphism of R. Asq 2
 .R y1a consequence, the space Q a C is spanned by 1 a 1, y [ 1 a k e y
y2 y1 y1  .  .q a a k , and z [ 1 a f y b a k . Define ¨ g Reg C, Q by ¨ 1 [k
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 y1 .  y1 . y2  .  .  y1 .1 \ ¨ k , ¨ k e [ q a, and ¨ f [ b; then ¨ 1 s 1 a 1, ¨ k eÃ Ã
 .  .s y, and ¨ f s z. By Corollary 3.6 there exists u g Reg U sl , Q withÃ k q 2
< y1  . y1  .u g I and u s ¨ . It follows that 1 s u 1 a 1 , k e s u y , and f sÃ ÃC
 .  .  . y1u z are in u E . If u E were an algebra, then we would have k ef gÃ Ã Ã
 . y1  . y1 2 y1 y1 .   y1 ..u E , fk e g u E , k ef y q fk e s k ef y fe s 1r q y q 1Ã Ã
y2 .  . y2  . y1 y2 . y2y k g u E , and k g u E . This implies u k a k g E, whichÃ Ã
is impossible since ky2 does not act as an X-inner automorphism of R.
4. X-OUTER ACTIONS
Theorem 3.3 can be applied to give a more natural proof of the
w xcharacterization of X-outer actions in Mi1, Theorem 3.1 .
 .  .  .Assume that g g G H . Every 1, g -primitive element acts as a 1, g -
 .  .derivation and any K-linear combination of 1, g -derivations is a 1, g -
 .  .derivation too. Hence there is a linear map K m P H ª Der R ,1, g 1, g
  ..a m x ¬ r ¬ a x ? r , which can be composed with the canonical epi-
 .  .  .morphism Der R ª Der R rDer-X-inn R . We obtain a linear1, g 1, g 1, g
map
q X : K m P H ª Ker R rDer-X-inn R . 1 .  .  .  .g 1, g 1, g 1, g
 .   .  .  .  . . Here Der R [ d g Hom R, R : d rs s rd s q d r g ? s ; r, s g1, g k
.4  .   .  .  .R and Der-X-inn R [ d g Der R : 'a g Q: d r s a g ? r y ra1, g
 .4  .; r g R denote the spaces of all and of all X-inner 1, g -derivations. As
 . X1 y g g P H acts as inner skew derivation q induces a homomor-1, g g
phism
q : K m P H rk 1 y g ª Der R rDer inn Q . 2 .  .  .  .  . .g 1, g 1, g 1, g
THEOREM 4.1. The following are equi¨ alent:
 .1 E s K
 .  .  .2 a G s G H is X-outer, that is, F s 0 for all 1 / g g G.g
 .  .b For all g g G the map q in 2 is injecti¨ e.g
More generally we have
THEOREM 4.2. If C ; H is a subcoalgebra with 1 g C, then the following
are equi¨ alent:
 .  .R1 Q a C s K
 .  .  .2 a F s 0 for all 1 / g g G C .g
 .  .  .b For all g g G C the restriction of q in 2 to K mg
  .  ..P C rk 1 y g is injecti¨ e.1, g
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w x  .  .  .  .See Mi1 for the proof of the direction 1 « 2 . The proof of 2 « 1
requires a lemma which may be well known but is included for the sake of
completeness.
LEMMA 4.3. Assume that C is a pointed coalgebra and that l is a field
 . extension of k. Then l m C is a pointed l-coalgebra, G l m C s 1 m g :
 .4  .  ng g G C , and P l m C s  a m x : n G 1, a g l, x g1mg , 1mh is1 i i i i
 . 4  .P C , 1 F i F n for all g, h g G C .g , h
 .Proof. As l m C is a coalgebra filtration of l m C the coradicaln nG 0
 . of l m C is contained in l m C . Thus l m C is pointed and G l m C s 10
 .4  .m g : g g G C . Let g, h g G C , n G 1, and a , . . . , a g l be k-linearly1 n
n  .independent. If x , . . . , x g C satisfy  a m x g P l m C , then1 n is1 i i 1mg , 1mh
 .a m c m 1 m c s  1 m g m a m x q a m x m 1 m h in l m Ci i l i l i i i i l1 2
 . n  . n  .m l m C , from which  a m D x s  a m g m x q x m h inl is1 i i is1 i i i
 .l m C m C. Therefore x g P C for all i.i g , h
 .  .Proof of 2 « 1 in Theorem 4.2. Let u be according to Theorem 3.3.
 .R.Then W [ u Q a C ; K m C is a K-subspace and C-subcomodule ofÃ s
K m C with 1 m 1 g W, that is, W is a right coideal of the K-coalgebra
q  .K m C and W [ W l Ker id m « is a coideal of K m C. The conditions
 .R q qQ a C s K and W s 0 are equivalent. But W s 0 if and only if thes
 . qcanonical surjection K m C ª K m C rW of K-coalgebras is injective.
w x qBy M3, Corollary 5.4.7 this is the case if and only if W does not contain
 .a non-zero skewprimitive element. Assume therefore that g, h g G C ,
 .n G 1, x , . . . , x g P H are k-linearly independent, x s g y h,1 n g , h 1
a , . . . , a g K, and w s n a m x g Wq. Then1 n is1 i i
n n
y1 y1 y1a u x a x s a u g a x q a u x a h g E, .  .  .  i i i i i i i1 2
is1 is1
which means that
n n
y1 y1ra u g a x q ra u x a h .  . i i i i
is1 is1
n
y1s a u g g ? r a x .  . i i
is1
n
y1 y1q a u g x ? r q a u x h ? r a h .  .  .  . i i i i i
is1
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y1 .for all r g R. Thus a u g g F for all i. If all a are zero we havei g i
 . . y1 .w s 0 as desired. If F / 0, then 2 a implies g s 1 and u g g F sg 1
K ; comparing the coefficients at h we see that
n
a x ? r . i i
is1
n n
y1 y1s y u g a u x h ? r y r y u g a u x .  .  .  .  . i i i i /  /
is1 is1
n  X .  .  . .for all r g R and that w s  a m x g Ker q s k 1 y h by 2 b .is1 i i h
 . y1 .Therefore w s a m 1 y h . If a / 0 then 1 m h g W, u h a h g E,1 1
 . .F / 0, and h s 1 by 2 a ; in any case w s 0 as desired.h
We formally define:
 .DEFINITION 4.4. The action of H on R or H is called X-outer if the
equivalent conditions in Theorem 4.1 are satisfied.
5. THE GREATEST X-INNER HOPF SUBALGEBRA
 .RIn this section we will show how the structure of E s Q a Hs
mentioned in Proposition 2.1 can be used to derive Masuoka's and Schnei-
der's results on the greatest X-inner Hopf subalgebra from Theorem 3.3.
PROPOSITION 5.1. If C is an X-inner subcoalgebra of H and u g I, then
C is u-inner and
n
R y1Q a C s a u c a c : n g N, a g K , c g C . .  .s i i i i i1 2 5
is1
 . y1 .Proof. C is ¨-inner for some ¨ g Reg C, Q . Thus  ¨ c a c g Ek 1 2
for all c g C. As u g I we have
¨y1 )u c s ¨y1 c u c s u ¨y1 c a c g K .  .  .  .  .  .Ä . 1 2 1 2
for all c g C. Thus C is u-inner. Now the second claim follows from the
bijectivity of u.Ã
DEFINITION. Let H denote the sum of all X-inner subcoalgebrasX -inn
of H.
By Proposition 5.1, H itself is X-inner and therefore it is theX -inn
greatest X-inner subcoalgebra of H. As H is pointed, H is a HopfX -inn
w xsubalgebra Ma2, Theorem 3.9 . This result will now be derived from
Theorem 3.3 and the fact that E is an algebra:
THEOREM 5.2. H , the greatest X-inner subcoalgebra of H, is a HopfX -inn
 .algebra. If u g I, then H is u-inner and satisfies K m H ; u E .ÃX -inn X -inn
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y1 .Proof. Let u g I. Then H is u-inner and u 1 m h sÃX -inn
y1 .  . u h a h g E for all h g H by Proposition 5.1 . As u is K-lin-Ã1 2 X -inn
y1 .  .ear, it follows that u K m H ; E and K m H ; u E .Ã ÃX -inn X -inn
In order to show that C [ H is an algebra, it will be sufficient toX -inn
show that the subcoalgebra CC is X-inner. If x, y g C s H , thenX -inn
y1 . y1 . u x a x and  u y a y are contained in E. But E is an1 2 1 2
algebra, hence
uy1 x a x uy1 y a y .  . .  . 1 2 1 2
s uy1 y uy1 x s x , y a x y g E ; x , y g H . .  .  .  . 1 1 2 2 3 3 X -inn
Applying u givesÄ
uy1 y uy1 x s x y u x y g K ; x , y g H . .  .  .  .  . 1 1 2 2 3 3 X -inn
Therefore we have for all x, y g H and all r g R,X -inn
xy ? r s sy1 x , y x ? y ? r s x , y .  .  .  . .1 1 2 2 3 3
s sy1 x , y u x u y ruy1 y uy1 x s x , y .  .  .  .  .  . 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4
s sy1 x , y u x u y r .  .  . 1 1 2 2
y1 y1 y1u y u x s x , y u x y u x y .  .  .  .  .3 3 4 4 5 5 6 6
s sy1 x , y u x u y .  .  . 1 1 2 2
y1 y1 y1u y u x s x , y u x y ru x y .  .  .  .  .3 3 4 3 5 5 4 6
s u x y ruy1 x y .  . 1 1 2 2
s u xy ruy1 xy . .  . .  . 1 2
The pointed bialgebra H is a Hopf algebra, as its group-like elementsX -inn
are closed under inverses.
In the same way the structure of E as an H-module from Proposition
2.1 can be used to derive a theorem of Schneider in our context.
w xTHEOREM 5.3 S1, Corollary 2.3 . If H is cocommutati¨ e, then H is aX -inn
 .normal Hopf subalgebra of H, that is,  S h xh g H for all h g H1 2 X -inn
and x g H .X -inn
  . 4Proof. As H is cocommutative, C [  S h xh : x g H , h g H1 2 X -inn
is a subcoalgebra of H. We claim that C is X-inner. Let u g I. Then
y1 . u x a x g E for all x g H . By Proposition 2.1 we have for all1 2 X -inn
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x g H and h g H,X -inn
E 2 uy1 x a x £ h . . 1 2
s sy1 S h , h a S h uy1 x a x 1 a h .  .  .  . . .  . 2 3 1 1 2 4
s sy1 S h , h S h ? uy1 x .  .  .  . 5 6 4 1
s S h , x s S h x , h a S h x h . .  .  .  .3 2 2 3 6 1 4 7
Applying u givesÄ
sy1 S h , h S h ? uy1 x s S h , x .  .  .  . .  . . 5 6 4 1 3 2
s S h x , h u S h x h g K .  . .  .2 3 6 1 4 7
for all x g H and h g H. Using cocommutativity and omitting indicesX -inn
for simplicity we see that for all x g H , h g H, and r g RX -inn
S h xh ? r . . 1 2
s sy1 S h x , h sy1 S h , x S h ? x ? h ? r .  .  .  . .  .  .
s S h , x s S h x , h .  . .  .
y1 y1 y1s s S h x , h s S h , x S h ? u x h ? r u x .  .  .  .  .  . .  .  .
s S h , x s S h x , h .  . .  .
s sy1 S h x , h sy1 S h , x S h ? u x S h ? h ? r .  .  .  .  .  . .  .  .  .
S h ? uy1 x s S h , x s S h x , h .  .  .  . .  . .
s sy1 S h x , h sy1 S h , x S h ? u x s S h , h .  .  .  .  . .  .  .  .
rsy1 S h , h S h ? uy1 x s S h , x s S h x , h .  .  .  .  . .  .  . .
s sy1 S h x , h sy1 S h , x S h ? u x s S h , h .  .  .  .  . .  .  .  .
y1 y1r s S h , h S h ? u x s S h , x s S h x , h .  .  .  .  . .  .  . .
= y11 = u S h xh u S h xh .  . .  .
s sy1 S h x , h sy1 S h , x S h ? u x s S h , h .  .  .  .  . .  .  .  .
y1 y1s S h , h S h ? u x s S h , x s S h x , h .  .  .  .  . .  .  . .
y1=u S h xh ru S h xh .  . .  .
s u S h x h ruy1 S h x h .  . .  .1 1 2 3 2 4
y1s u S h xh ru S h xh . .  . .  . .  .1 2 1 21 2
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The following example shows that Theorem 5.2 does not hold without
the assumption of cocommutativity. This answers a question mentioned in
w xM3, 6.3 .
EXAMPLE 5.4. Assume that k contains a primitive fourth root of unity
 4z . Let H denote Taft's Hopf algebra, H s k g, x: xg s z gx, g s 1,
4 :  .  .x s 0 , where g g G H and x g P H . The ``quantum plane'' R [1, g
w x  :k T , T s k T , T : T T s yT T is an H-module algebra with g ?y1 1 2 1 2 1 2 2 1
T [ T , g ? T [ z T and x ? r [ 0, r g R. In this example we have1 1 2 2
w 2 x 2H s k g s k1 [ k g , which is not normal in H.X -inn
 .  .Proof. The automorphism s of R defined by s T [ T and s T1 1 2
[ z T satisfies s 4 s id. Therefore the action of H is well-defined. As T 22 2
 2 . 2 2 2is central in R and s T s yT / T , s is not X-inner. But s is2 2 2
2 . y1 2 . y1X-inner: s r s T rT for all r g R, as s T s T s T T T and1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 . y1s T s yT s T T T .2 2 1 2 1
As g acts like s , H contains g 2, but does not contain g. The onlyX -inn
w 2 x 2  wHopf subalgebra of H with this property is k g s k1 [ k g see H,
x.  . 2 2  y1 . 2I.2.2 . This Hopf algebra is not normal:  S x g x s g x y xg g g1 2
2 2 w xs 2 g x f k1 [ k g H .
6. THE GREATEST X-INNER K-HOPF SUBALGEBRA OF
K m H
The greatest X-inner K-Hopf subalgebra of K m H has been introduced
w xby Schneider in a more general context in S1 . It is of prime interest if H
is cocommutative, as Theorem 6.6 will show.
Notation. For x s a m h g K m H and q g Q let x ? q [ a h ?i i i i
.q .
DEFINITION. Let C be a K-subcoalgebra of K m H and let ¨ g
 .  . y1 .Reg C, Q . C is called ¨-inner if c ? r s  ¨ c r¨ c for all c g CK 1 2
and r g R. C is called X-inner if it is ¨-inner for some ¨ .
Note that the ``action'' of K m H on Q need not be K-linear. But as
every X-inner K-subcoalgebra is acting K-linear, it is possible to prove an
analogue to Theorem 5.2.
 .Notation. Let C be a subcoalgebra of H and ¨ g Hom C, Q . Wek
 .denote by ¨ g Hom K m C, Q the image of ¨ under the canonicalK K , .  .  .isomorphism Hom C, Q ª Hom K m C, Q , that is, ¨ a m c sk K K
 .a ¨ c .
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LEMMA 6.1. Assume that C is an X-inner K-subcoalgebra of K m H. Then
 .  .1 There exists ¨ g Reg H, Q , such that C is ¨ -inner.k K
 .  . y1 .2 If ¨ g Reg H, Q and C is ¨ -inner, then ¨ C ; E andÃk K
 .C ; ¨ E .Ã
 .  .3 If u g I, then C is u -inner and C ; u E .ÃK
 .  . w xProof. 1 C is w-inner for some w g Reg C, Q . By M3, L.6.3.2K
there exists an invertible extension of W to K m H; this extension is of the
 .form ¨ for some ¨ g Reg H, Q .K k
 .2 For all x s a m c g C and all r g R the following holds ini i
 .Q m K m H :K
r¨y1 x m x s ¨y1 x ¨ x r¨y1 x m x .  .  .  . K 1 K 2 K 1 K 2 K 3 K 4
s ¨y1 x x ? r m x . .  . K 1 2 K 3
, .Applying the canonical isomorphism Q m K m H ª Q a H yieldsK s
ra ¨y1 c a c s a ¨y1 c c ? r a c , .  .  . i i i i i i i1 2 1 2 3
y1 . y1 .which shows that ¨ x s a ¨ c a c g E.Ã i i i1 2
 .  .  .  .3 By 1 and 2 , C is ¨ -inner for some ¨ g Reg H, Q ; for allK k
y1 . u g I and for all x s a m c g C we have a ¨ c a c g E byi i i i i1 2
 .. y1 .  . y1 .  .  y1 . .2 . Thus  ¨ x u x s a ¨ c u c s u a ¨ c a c gÄK 1 K 2 i i i i i i1 2 1 2
K. Hence we have for all x g C and r g R
c ? r s ¨ x r¨y1 x .  . K 1 K 2
s ¨ x r¨y1 x u x uy1 x .  .  .  . K 1 K 2 K 3 K 4
s ¨ x ¨y1 x u x ruy1 x .  .  .  . K 1 K 2 K 3 K 4
s u x ruy1 x . .  . K 1 K 2
 .  .Thus C is u -inner and C ; u E by 2 .ÃK
 .DEFINITION. Let K m H denote the sum of all X-inner K-sub-X -inn
 .  .coalgebras of K m H. By Lemma 6.1 3 , K m H itself is X-inner,X -inn
hence it is the greatest X-inner K-subcoalgebra of K m H.
 .LEMMA 6.2. For all x g K m H and all y g K m H we ha¨eX -inn
 .  .xy ? r s x ? y ? r .
 .Proof. This is clear, since the action of K m H on Q is K-linear.X -inn
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 .THEOREM 6.3. K m H , the greatest X-inner K-subcoalgebra of K mX -inn
 . H is a Hopf algebra. If u g I then K m H is u -inner and K mX -inn K
.  .H ; u E .ÃX -inn
Proof. Using Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2, Theorem 6.3 can be proved in the
same way as Theorem 5.2.
We need a converse of Lemma 6.1:
LEMMA 6.4. Assume that C is a K-subcoalgebra of K m H and that
 .  .¨ g Reg H, Q satisfies C ; ¨ E . Then C is ¨ -inner.Ãk K
$
y1 .  .Proof. C ; ¨ E means ¨ C ; E. Thus for all x s  a m c g CÃ i i
y1 . y1 . .and r g R we have  ra ¨ c a c s a ¨ c c ? r a c , fromi i i i i i i1 2 1 2 3
y1 .  . y1 . .  .  .which  ra ¨ c ¨ c s a ¨ c c ? r ¨ c . Thus « x r si i i i i i i1 2 1 2 3
y1 . .  . ¨ x x ? r ¨ x and the claim follows.K 1 2 K 3
We now consider the cocommutative case.
 .  .COROLLARY 6.5. If H is cocommutati¨ e, then K m H s u E forÃX -inn
e¨ery u g I.
 .  .Proof. Let u g I. Then K m H ; u E by Theorem 6.3. On theÃX -inn
 .other hand the right K-coideal u E of K m H is a K-subcoalgebra as HÃ
 .is cocommutative. By Lemma 6.4, u E is X-inner, which means thatÃ
 .  .u E ; K m H .Ã X -inn
wEvery ideal of R a H intersects the algebra QE non-trivially by Mi1,s
xTheorem 2.3 . If H is cocommutative, then QE is closely related to
 .K m H .X -inn
THEOREM 6.6. Assume that H is cocommutati¨ e. Then
 .  .1 There is a natural bijection from QE to Q m K m H , whichK X -inn
 .is induced by the canonical isomorphism can: Q a H ª Q m K m H ,s K
 .q a h ¬ q m 1 m h .K
 .  .2 If K m H s K m H , then QE s Q a H .X -inn X -inn s X -inn
 . w . x3 E ( K K m H for some in¨ertible cocycle t , that is, E ist X -inn
 .isomorphic to a K-twisted product of K m H .X -inn
 .  .  .Proof. 1 Let u g I. Tensoring the equation K m H s u EÃX -inn
from Corollary 6.5 with Q m yieldsK
Q m K m H s Q m u E . 3 .  .  .ÃX-innK K
 . y1 .Now consider the isomorphism Q m K m H 2 q m x ¬  qu x mK K 1
 .x g Q m K m H : On one hand it induces a bijection of the left-hand2 K
 .side with itself; on the other hand it maps the element q m u z sÃ
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 .  .  qq u h m 1 m h g Q m u E where q g Q and z s  q a hÃj j K j K j j1 2
.  . y1 .  .g E to  qq u h u h m 1 m h s  qq m 1 m h s can qz .j j j K j j K j1 2 3
 .  .2 This follows from 1 .
 .  .  .3 Let u g I. The isomorphism u: E ª K m H s u E andÃ ÃX -inn
 .  .  .the cocycle t : K m H m K m H ª K , t x m y [X -inn K X -inn
y1 y1 .  .  . u y u x u x y will do.K 1 K 1 K 2 2
w xTheorem 6.6 generalizes P, Proposition 12.4 for group actions. Under
 .slightly different assumptions part 3 has been proved by Schneider in a
w xcompletely different way S2 .
 .Theorem 5.3 implies that K m H is a normal K-Hopf subalgebraX -inn
 .of K m H if H is cocommutative and if K m H s K m H . TheX -inn X -inn
next example shows that the last condition cannot be dropped.
EXAMPLE 6.7. The two-dimensional, non-abelian Lie algebra g s k x
w x w x[ k y with x, y s x acts on the polynomial algebra k T by x ? f [
 .  . w xdrdT f and y ? f [ T drdT f , f g k T . This defines an action of Ug
 .   . .  .on k T such that k T m Ug is not normal in k T m Ug.X -inn
  .Proof. The primitive element T m x y 1 m y belongs to k T m
. w x  .Ug as it acts trivially. But 1 m x, T m x y 1 m y s 1 m x T m x yX -inn
.  . .1 m y y T m x y 1 m y 1 m x s y1 m x, which is not contained in
  . .k T m Ug , as it does not act trivially.X -inn
We now return to the general case and prove a theorem which can be
considered as a non-cocommutative generalization of Theorem 6.5. It was
motivated by Example 3.7.
THEOREM 6.8. Let K / F . Then2
K m H s u E . .  .ÃFX-inn
ug I
 .LEMMA 6.9. If u g I and w g Reg H, K , then u)w g I.k
Proof. The map u)w is invertible and for all z g E we have by$
.  . .  . .   ..Lemma 3.2 , u)w z s w(u z s w u z g K m H.Ã Ã Ã Ã
LEMMA 6.10. Assume that k / F and that C is a pointed coalgebra.2
 .  .1 For any w g C* [ Hom C, k there exist in¨ertible w , w g C*k 1 2
such that w s w q w .1 2
 .2 A subspace D of C is a left coideal if and only if D £ w ; D for
 .any in¨ertible w g C*. Here c £ f s  f c c , c g C, f g C* denotes the1 2
usual structure of C as a right C*-module.
 .  .Proof. 1 Let X be a vector space complement of kG C in C. As
k / F , every element of k can be written as the sum of two non-zero2
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 .elements of k. Now if w g C*, then for every g g G C we can write
 .  .  .  .  .  4  .w g s w g q w g with w g , w g g k _ 0 and define w x [1 2 1 2 1
 .  .w x , w x [ 0, x g X. The maps w , w g C* are invertible and satisfy2 1 2
w s w q w .1 2
 .2 A subspace D of C is a left coideal if and only if it is a right
 .C*-submodule with respect to £ . Hence the claim follows from 1 .
 .Proof of Theorem 6.8. Let D [ F u E . By Theorem 6.3 we haveÃug I
 .K m H ; D and it remains to show the inverse inclusion.X -inn
 . y1Let x s a m x g D and w g Hom H, K . Then u)w in I fori i k$
y1 . .any u g I by Lemma 6.9. Thus x s u)w z for some z s  q a hj j
 . y1 .g E: this means  a m x s  q u h w h m h and implies thati i j j j j1 2 3
 .  . y1 .  .  . a w x m x s  q u h w h w h m h s  q u h m h gi i i j j j j j j j j1 2 1 2 3 4 1 2
 .  .u E . Thus we have shown  w x x g D for all x g D and all invertibleÃ 1 2
 .  .w g Hom K m H, K . By Lemma 6.10 2 , D is a left K-coideal ofK
 .K m H. But as every u E is a right K-coideal of K m H, so is D. Thus DÃ
is a K-subcoalgebra of K m H, which is X-inner by Lemma 6.4. Therefore
 .D ; K m H .X -inn
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